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The 220-701 practice exam is written and formatted by Certified Senior IT Professionals working in
today's prospering companies and data centers all over the world! The 220-701 Practice Test covers
all the exam topics and objectives and will prepare you for success quickly and efficiently.
The 220-701 exam is very challenging, but with our 220-701 questions and answers practice exam,
you can feel confident in obtaining your success on the 220-701 exam on your FIRST TRY!
CompTIA 220-701 Exam Features
- Detailed questions and answers for 220-701 exam
- Try a demo before buying any CompTIA exam
- 220-701 questions and answers, updated regularly
- Verified 220-701 answers by Experts and bear almost 100% accuracy
- 220-701 tested and verified before publishing
- 220-701 examcollection vce questions with exhibits
- 220-701 same questions as real exam with multiple choice options
Acquiring CompTIA certifications are becoming a huge task in the field of I.T. More over these
exams like 220-701 exam are now continuously updating and accepting this challenge is itself a task.
This 220-701 test is an important part of CompTIA certifications. We have the resources to
prepare you for this. The 220-701 exam is essential and core part of CompTIA certifications and
once you clear the exam you will be able to solve the real life problems yourself.Want to take
advantage of the Real 220-701 Test and save time and money while developing your skills to pass
your CompTIA 220-701 Exam? Let us help you climb that ladder of success and pass your 220-701 now!
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Question: 1
Category 5e specification structured cabling is generally used to carry many other signals such as
basic voice services, token ring, and ATM. Despite the stricter performance specifications, Cat 5e
cable does not enable longer cable distances for Ethernet networks: cables are still limited to a
maximumof ___ in length.
A. 328 meters (1076 feet)
B. 100 meters (328 feet)
C. 30 meters (100 feet)
D. 150 meters (492 feet)
Answer: B
Question: 2
The _________ is the measurement of the number of pixels an LCD monitor can display without
the image appearing distorted.
A. Native resolution
B. Contrast ratio
C. Pixelation
D. Base frequency
Answer: A
Question: 3
Which of the following battery chemistries has the longest life when used with portable computing
devices?
A. NiCd
B. NiMH
C. Alkaline
D. Li-Ion
Answer: D
Question: 4
It is possible to see status light indicators on the interfaces of NIC and Modem.
A. True
B. False
Answer: A
Question: 5
Which of the following is not a benefit of laptop design?
A. Portability
B. Increased performance
C. Desktop replacement
D. Higher-quality construction
Answer: B
Question: 6
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You are an IT professional in an international company. During your working hours, a client calls
you and states that there is something wrong with his computer. As an experiencedtechnician,
you immediately know what the problem is after the client describes several symptoms. Under
that circumstance, what is your next step to take so as to solve the problem?
A. Verify full system functionality.
B. Document findings, actions and outcomes.
C. Establish a plan of action and implement the solution.
D. Ask the user opened ended questions to see if they agree with the cause.
Answer: C
Question: 7
Which of the following is not a requirement for ACPI to function?
A. The BIOS must support ACPI.
B. You must be running Windows 95 or later.
C. The motherboard must support ACPI.
D. The processor must support ACPI.
Answer: B
Question: 8
The Windows Advanced Options Menu provides some alternative ways of running Windows
when it won't start up normally. To display this menu, you need to power off your computer and
then restart it. What is the appropriate step to take so as to enter this menu?
A. Edit the config.sys file that is located on the root directory.
B. Press F8 after POST but before Windows begins to load.
C. Midway through Windows loading, power cycle the system.
D. Enter System Configuration Utility and select Startup Menu.
Answer: B
Question: 9
Which laptop input device was released with the IBM ThinkPad series oflaptops?
A. Touchpad
B. Mouse
C. Point stick
D. Trackball
Answer: C
Question: 10
A touch screen monitor uses touching of the screen as an input method. Items can be selected or
moved with a finger, and finger gestures may be used to convey commands. The problem is the
screen will need frequent cleaning due to image degradation from fingerprints. Which of the
followingwill make sure that the touch screen monitor performs optimally after its installation?
A. Degauss the monitor.
B. Calibrate the monitor.
C. Set the resolution to the highest the monitor can display.
D. Set the refresh rate to the lowest the monitor can display.
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Answer: B
Question: 11
Which laptop accessory allows you to power your laptop from a car or airplane?
A. AC adapter
B. DC adapter
C. Battery converter
D. Automotive Wizard
Answer: B
Question: 12
SSID is the abbreviation of Service set identifier. A client device receivesbroadcast messages
from all access points within range advertising their SSIDs. The client device can then either
manually orautomatically-based on configuration-select the network with which to associate.
However, take security into consideration, if SSID broadcast is disabled, what will you expect?
A. A user would need to manually type the SSID to connect.
B. Data encryption would be more secure over wireless connections.
C. The access point would now transmit on only one channel.
D. Data encryption would be less secure over wireless connections.
Answer: A
Question: 13
As an experienced technician, you are required to perform a tape backup every evening. You are
thinking of an appropriate backup method so that only those files that have beenchanged since
the last backup will be backed up. Refer to the following backup method, which one will enable
that and clear the archive bit for each file?
A. Incremental
B. Full
C. Daily
D. Copy
Answer: A
Question: 14
Which of the following rechargeable battery types is least desirable due to its minimal power
duration when used with laptops?
A. NiCd
B. NiMH
C. Li-poly
D. Li-Ion
Answer: A
Question: 15
The 2.4 GHz is increasingly being used for a host of other devices, including baby monitor,
microwave oven, Bluetooth, wireless LAN. Which of the following is likely to interfere with the
2.4GHz wireless access point and disable its connection?
A. Incandescent lighting
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